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Three-Dimensional Image of
Cleavage Bodies in Nuclei Is
Configured Using Gas Cluster
Ion Beam with Time-of-Flight
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
Noritaka Masaki1, *, Itsuko Ishizaki2, *, Takahiro Hayasaka1, Gregory L. Fisher3,
Noriaki Sanada2, Hideo Yokota4 & Mitsutoshi Setou1
Structural variations of DNA in nuclei are deeply related with development, aging, and diseases
through transcriptional regulation. In order to bare cross sections of samples maintaining submicron structures, an Ar2500+-gas cluster ion beam (GCIB) sputter was recently engineered. By
introducing GCIB sputter to time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), we
analyzed the 3D configuration and chemical composition of subnuclear structures of pyramidal cells
in the CA2 region in mouse brain hippocampus. Depth profiles of chemicals were analyzed as 3D
distributions by combining topographic analyses. Signals corresponding to anions such as CN− and
PO3− were distributed characteristically in the shape of cell organelles. CN− signals overlapped DAPI
fluorescence signals corresponding to nuclei. The clusters shown by PO3− and those of adenine ions
were colocalized inside nuclei revealed by the 3D reconstruction. Taking into account their size and
their number in each nucleus, those clusters could be in the cleavage bodies, which are a kind of
intranuclear structure.

The three-dimensional configuration of a nucleus, which is characterized as containing one-dimensional
information on a DNA sequence1,2, is thought to be a key to epigenetic alterations, as variations in configuration cause different phenotypes in monoclonal populations through transcriptional diversity3–5.
Structural variations of a genome are dependent on DNA methylation and histone modifications6, as well
as on enhancer-promoter interaction7; thus, such variations relate to development, aging, and diseases8.
Structural variations in cells and their roles in transcription modifications have been analyzed using 4C
assays9 and Chip-Seq10. The processing of transcripts by subnuclear structures, such as nuclear speckles
and cleavage bodies, also plays important roles in epigenetic alterations3,11. Various imaging methods,
such as sheet illumination microscopy using a Bessel beam12, dual-view plane illumination13, and the
use of reflect light sheets14, have been developed for the direct observation of 3D structures of nuclei as
common interests in biology15. Direct measurement of chemicals at sub-micrometer resolution is one of
the next big requirements in biological study. Compared with recent improvements in lateral resolution,
resolution for depth direction remains hindered by diffraction and the extra-focal illumination of the
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Figure 1. Topographic profile and depth analysis. A bright-field image of a sagittal section of mouse brain
(a). The region delimited by the white line was analyzed. Scale bar: 400 μm. A topographic profile after the
TOF-SIMS analysis (b). The scan was performed on the black dashed line shown in (a), and the precise
depth was measured as 2.3 μm ± 0.11 (mean ± S.E.M.) from 3 scans. The total counts of various ions obtained
at each sputter time are plotted (c).

laser16. Observation of a 3D structure using electron microscopy, which has the highest lateral resolution,
requires improvement for sectioning without disrupting the microscopic structure17. The precise loci of
targets are also obscured by labeling using antibodies18.
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is one of the most popular imaging mass spectrometry
(IMS) techniques. With the use of a tightly focused ion beam, it has the highest spatial resolution, beyond
even the optical limitation of a laser focus19. SIMS has been used for element and isotope analyses20,21 as
a powerful tool to quantify and visualize known molecules on the scale of tens of nanometers22, while the
identification of newly found molecules by MS/MS analysis is still a challenge for SIMS23. Precise isotope
ratio measurements can reveal even chemical processes underlying mechanisms24. Among the various
types of SIMS analyses, time-of-flight (TOF) SIMS can detect numerous signals simultaneously from a
wide range of mass-to-charge ratios, described as m/z. Recently, single-cell-level IMS measurements are
required to characterize cell types and to provide explicit evidence to distinguish them23. To achieve this,
the primary ion beam needs to be improved to ionize larger molecules, and thus careful examination
from the aspect of analytical chemistry is also required.
Depth profiles and 3D reconstructions are the most suitable applications for TOF-SIMS analyses25, as
they can perform alternating or sequential measurements of the same region. In a SIMS analysis, only an
area with a thickness of less than 10 nanometers from the surface of the sample is analyzed26, and deeper
parts can be maintained undisturbed by using appropriate acceleration energy depending on the type of
ion beam27. Even compared with fluorescence microscopic observations16, TOF-SIMS provides a more
precise resolution in the z-axis25. Recently, the 3D subcellular structure of HeLa cells was revealed28,29. By
combining a second ion beam, 3D TOF-SIMS can be performed rapidly and obtain signals effectively30.
For this purpose, a gas cluster ion beam (GCIB)31 was recently engineered to prevent surface molecular
fragmentation of biological samples and to remove the damaged layer caused by the analysis beam32,33.
GCIB can now be combined with TOF-SIMS to visualize the 3D ion distribution of a single cell.
In the present study, we propose an analytical procedure for 3D configurations in a single cell nucleus
using GCIB-TOF-SIMS. To elucidate the 3D distributions of biomolecules reflecting nuclear bodies, we
used GCIB for sputtering to expose a flattened region during depth analysis. Our method demonstrated
a better spatial resolution of less than 200 nm and successfully showed 3D configurations of nuclei and
distinguishable subnuclear structures that can tentatively be identified as cleavage bodies.

Results

Estimation of depth with the sputter rate. First, we optimized the acceleration energy of the
GCIB sputter to 10 kV 4 nA, as this condition was suitable to bare flattened cross sections with relatively
fast sputter rates. The thickness of a sample section was determined as 10 μm, taking cell size and measurement time into account. To analyze similar cells effectively, we selected the CA2 region, a small region
between CA1 and CA3 along the S-curve of the mouse brain hippocampus, because pyramidal cells of
suitable size for our experiment are closely packed in this region. The region we analyzed is delimited by
a white line in a bright-field image of the mouse brain section in Fig. 1a.
We performed TOF-SIMS measurement after GCIB sputtering for this region and obtained 3D
high-resolution chemical maps. After TOF-SIMS analysis, we measured the topographic profile by
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Figure 2. Mass spectrum of GCIB-TOF-SIMS. An enlargement of mass spectrum m/z from 10 to 150,
where the most abundant signals were concentrated, is shown in (a). An enlargement of m/z between 200
and 900 is shown in (b). Signals of fatty acids are indicated using arrows; palmitic acid (m/z 255.2), oleic
acid (m/z 281.2), stearic acid (m/z 283.2), and arachidonic acid (m/z 303.3). Inset: the enlargement of the
mass spectrum around the arachidonic acid signal.

Stylus Profiler. The profile shown in Fig. 1b exhibits a straight bottom line at a distance between 250 μm
and 650 μm, reflecting the glass slide surface. From tree profiles, the sample thickness was estimated as
approximately 2.3 μm ± 0.11 (mean ± S.E.M.).
Next, to determine when the sputtering reached the glass slide, we analyzed the depth profile of ion
intensity for various ions25,34,35. The ion intensities were integrated over the measured region at each
sputter time. The results are shown in Fig. 1c. We plotted the integrated intensities for several typical ions
against the sputter time. The signals at m/z 26.0, m/z 42.0, and m/z 79.0 represent CN−, CNO−, and PO3−,
respectively29,36. Signals at m/z 110.0, 125.0, 134.1, and 150.1 were considered cytosine, thymine, adenine, and guanine by comparison with mass spectra obtained from standard samples (data not shown)
and reported values37. The intensities of these signals showed a plateau by 33 min and then started to
decrease. Conversely, signals of InO− (m/z 131.0) and InO2− (m/z 147.0), used to coat the glass slides,
showed remarkable increases after about 36 min. As the intensities reached the half-maximal point at
42 min, we decided that the sputter reached the glass surface at that time point. Using these quantities,
we estimated the sputter rate as 55 nm/min in this experiment.

Mass spectrum obtained from entire sample. We obtained the integrated mass spectrum in the

negative ion mode from m/z 0 to 1850 after 42 min. As most of the signals are assembled below m/z 150,
a resizing of m/z from 10 to 150 is shown in Fig. 2a. Various peaks were found and identified according to the previous reports29,36, as follows: m/z 13.0 as CH−, m/z 16.0 as O−, m/z 26.0 as CN−, m/z 42.0
as CNO−, m/z 63.0 as PO2−, and m/z 79.0 as PO3−. Looking at the m/z region from 100 to 150, we also
found peaks we thought reflected nucleic acids, e.g., m/z 134.1 as adenine. Other nucleobases—thymine,
guanine, cytosine, and uracil—were also detected, but their intensities were not strong enough to discuss
as distinct distributions (Fig. S1). As shown in Fig. 2b, we also focused on a larger m/z region from 200
to 900, where various metabolites and phospholipids were detected such as by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization IMS. The peaks corresponded to fatty acids (FA) palmitic acid (m/z 255.2; PA), oleic
acid (m/z 281.2; OA), stearic acid (m/z 283.2; SA), and arachidonic acid (m/z 303.3; AA), according to
previous reports37–39. Enlargement of the spectrum around the AA signal is shown as an inset in Fig. 2b.

Ion image for each depth plane.

To analyze the 3D distribution of molecules, we reconstructed an
ion image for each sputter cycle, i.e., at every 192.5 nm depth plane. Typical images using a pseudocolor
scale are shown in Fig. 3a. The ion images reconstructed using total ions illustrated densely packed cell
bodies. The ion images reconstructed from CN−, which showed high intensity in the mass spectrum,
showed the largest single cluster inside the cells. We also found small clusters shown by PO3− signals and
adenine ion signals. PO3− signals at sputter cycle 0 appeared uniform, similar to the total ion image. After
the sputtering, small clustered signals of PO3− were unveiled inside the cells. Ion images reconstructed
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Figure 3. Ion images of GCIB-TOF-SIMS. Ion images at all depth planes are shown in (a). Scale bar:
10 μm. The ion images at sputter cycle 0 show an ion distribution on the surface of the section. All of these
ions show spatial inhomogeneity indicating subcellular structures. Ion images corresponding to fatty acids
(FAs) were reconstructed by gathering signals from all depth planes, and the results are shown in (b). Ion
images of palmitic acid, oleic acid, stearic acid, arachidonic acid, and the total of these signals are illustrated
in relative intensity scale. Maximum ion counts in the scale were 12 (palmitic acid), 9 (stearic acid), 7 (oleic
acid), 4 (arachidonic acid), and 17 (total FAs). The distribution of the signal of total FAs, shown in green, is
compared with the z-projection signals from CN−, shown in red.

from adenine signals also showed small clusters, and they colocalized with PO−3 signals, while 38% of
PO3− clusters did not contain adenine ion.
Ion images corresponding to FAs were reconstructed by gathering signals from the entire depth plane,
and the results are shown in Fig. 3b. Ion images of PA, OA, SA, AA, and the total of these FAs were
reconstructed and shown in relative scales. The maximum ion counts for the respective scales were 12
(PA), 9 (SA), 7 (OA), 4 (AA), and 17 (total FAs). The distribution of the total FAs signal (green) are
compared with z-projection signals from CN− (red). These signals appeared to be complementary.

Analysis of 3D ion distributions by reconstructing 3D objects. To compare the loci of these

clusters in detail, we reconstructed 3D objects from the binarized ion images. Snapshots of the results
are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 4a. Cell bodies are also shown using relative total ion intensities
in a yellow pseudocolor scale. Clusters from CN− signals are shown in blue, clusters from PO−3 in green,
and clusters from adenine ions in red. To improve visualization, we expanded the sample thickness to
the originally sectioned thickness by multiplying by 4.35, and we ignored PO3− accumulation at the
sample surface, sputter cycle 0, to avoid the possibility of an artifact such as cholesterol migration36. The
orthogonal coordinate is shown using white lines, and the scale bar represents 5 μm. Snapshots without
cell bodies are also shown in the lower panels of Fig. 4a.
To observe the locus of these clusters inside a single cell, we cropped a cell and indicated its location
within an orange dashed line. Merged snapshots including the cell body are shown in upper panels of
Fig. 4b. An expanded view of this cube is shown with a white dashed line drawn around the cell. The
cell body is also visualized using the total ion signal with 8-bit yellow scale. It is clear that localization
of all ion clusters is concentrated at the main part of the cell body. Furthermore, only one CN−-rich
region is included in the cell body, while multiple clusters of the PO−3 and adenine ions are included.
To investigate the positional relationships of these clusters, snapshots of the single CN−-rich region are
shown together with PO3− and adenine ion clusters in the lower panels of Fig. 4b. We found that most
of the PO3− and adenine clusters were in CN−-rich regions. Moreover, most of the adenine clusters were
colocalized with PO3− clusters, which are shown in light blue. Five totally colocalized clusters can be seen
inside the CN−-rich region in the lower panels of Fig. 4b. In every snapshot, orange arrowheads indicate
the direction of the apical dendrites. Rotating views of these objects shown in Fig. 4 are presented as
supporting movies S1–4.

Comparison of ion imaging with fluorescence imaging. To determine whether the CN−-rich

regions represented nuclei, we performed DAPI staining of the sections analyzed using TOF-SIMS. We
sputtered samples and then obtained ion images of CN− and PO3− (Fig. 5a,b). After the TOF-SIMS measurement, we stained with DAPI and observed the sample using an epifluorescence microscope at exactly
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Figure 4. 3D objects reconstructed from ion images. Snapshots of entire binarized images of CN− (blue),
PO3− (green), and adenine ion (red) are shown with the total ion signal (yellow) in the upper panels of (a).
Snapshots without the total ion signal are also shown in the lower panels of (a). To elucidate the loci of these
clusters inside a cell, a single cell was cropped (b). An expanded view of this cube is also shown, with the
cell shape delimited by a white dash line. Enlarged snapshots without the cell body are shown in the lower
panels of (b). In every figure, the white lines schematically represent the orthogonal coordinate system, the
orange arrowheads indicate the direction of apical dendrites, and all the scale bars represent 5 μm.

the same position. The result is shown in Fig. 5c. To compare the distribution of DAPI fluorescence with
CN− and PO3− signals, we merged these images (Fig. 5d). The relative intensity of DAPI fluorescence
is shown in blue, and the relative ion intensities of CN− and PO3− are shown in green and red, respectively. The distributions of DAPI fluorescence and CN− signal matched well, and thus we believe the
CN−-rich regions reflected the nuclei. It must be noted that DAPI fluorescence covered larger areas than
the CN−-rich regions observed by TOF-SIMS. That is why DAPI fluorescence showed a z-projection of
all depth planes while CN− originated from a single plane.

Cluster size distribution. To characterize the clusters quantitatively, we analyzed the number and
size of these clusters. We estimated the volume of a single voxel as follows: the area of the pixel in each
ion image is (50 μm/256 pixels)2, and the distance of each depth plane is approximately 2.3 μm/13 cycles;
therefore, the volume of a single voxel is calculated as 0.0073 μm3. The result for CN− is shown in Fig. 6a.
To compare the result with those of optical microscopic studies, we also calculated the volumes of
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Figure 5. Comparison of CN− and PO3− signals with DAPI fluorescence. After GCIB sputtering, a CN−
image (a) and a PO3− image (b) were obtained. DAPI fluorescence was observed at the same position as
shown in (c). Overlay of DAPI fluorescence (blue) onto ion images (CN−: green, PO3−: red) is shown in (d).
Scale bar: 5 μm.
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Figure 6. Volume distribution of 3D objects. The volume distribution of CN−-rich regions (black)
and that of their envelopes (red) are shown in (a). The averages were 50.4 ± 25.0 μm3 for raw volume
and 72.1 ± 34.4 μm3 for envelope volume. The volume distributions for PO3− (black) and adenine clusters
(red) are also shown as histograms in (b). The average volumes are 0.70 ± 0.53 μm3 for PO3− clusters and
0.43 ± 0.28 μm3 for adenine clusters, respectively.

envelopes, which include cavities contained within CN−-rich regions. We analyzed a total of 21 CN−-rich
regions and found that a monomodal size distribution. The average and standard deviations for raw
volume and envelope volume in our results were calculated as 50.4 ± 25.0 μm3 and 72.1 ± 34.4 μm3, respectively. Assuming that these volumes were spherical, the average diameters were calculated as 4.6 μm for
raw volume and 5.2 μm for envelope volume.
Similarly, we also analyzed a total of 73 PO3− clusters and 45 adenine clusters, and the results are
shown together in Fig. 6b. Both distributions appeared similarly below 1.25 μm3. Upon visual inspection,
the size distribution of the PO3− clusters seemed to be bimodal, whereas the distribution of the adenine
clusters appeared monomodal. The volume of these clusters also varied widely, and the averages of these
clusters were obtained as 0.70 ± 0.53 μm3 for PO3− and 0.43 ± 0.28 μm3 for adenine ions. All of the PO3−
clusters and adenine clusters are located inside the nuclei, and about three PO3− clusters and two adenine
clusters are present in a single nucleus on average. Assuming a spherical shape, their diameters were
calculated as 1.1 μm for PO3− and 1.0 μm for adenine ion.

Discussion

To convert voxels to physical volumes, we measured precisely the sample thickness and sputter cycles to
reach the glass slide (Fig. 1). In our experiment, sample thickness after dehydration was 2.3 μm. This is
about twice the thickness of the rat brain section used by Bich et al.30. Their section was compressed to
1/12 of the 25 μm originally sectioned thickness, while ours was compressed nearly to 1/4, from 10 μm to
2.3 μm. Therefore, the section used in our study was more suitable for 3D analyses about the z direction.
The integrated secondary ion mass spectrum obtained from sample tissue showed various peaks
reflecting biomolecules, including FAs (Fig. 2). On the other hand, few signals corresponding to raw
phospholipids were found. Taking into account that free FAs are known to be few and phospholipids are
known to be abundant40, we considered that in-source decay changed the ratio. This result is consistent
with those of the earlier SIMS studies41–43. Palmitic acid (PA), oleic acid (OA), stearic acid (SA), and
arachidonic acid (AA) are commonly detected FAs in mouse brain by methods such as gas chromatography (GC)44,45. The abundance ratios of these FAs in our present study are almost identical to those in
the earlier result45.
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We found CN−-rich regions and clusters formed by PO3− and adenine ions, respectively, from the
ion images (Fig. 3). Various biomolecules are considered sources of PO3−, such as phospholipids, nucleic
acids, and ribonucleotides. Because PO3− is also transferred, bonded, and dissociated in various biological processes, e.g., phosphorylation, PO3− is an important molecule for living organisms. Analysis of its
distribution is also important. The presence of PO3− in nuclei is consistent with the results of previous
reports using C60 sputter28,29. Compared to the C60 result, GCIB sputtering could provide higher spatial
resolution and thus show the cluster-type structure of PO3−. The presence of adenine in nuclei is also
consistent with an earlier report in which C60 was used as the primary ion. Moreover, by decreasing the
dynamic ranges of ion images, we found that the distribution of PO−3 was similar to that of the CN−-rich
region, consistent with earlier reports (Fig. S2). As the CN−-rich region appeared complementary with
FAs, PO−3 are considered to come from nucleobases rather than phospholipids. On the other hand, the
distribution of each FA shown in Fig. 3b was almost uniform in cytosol. Recent lipidomic studies figured
out the importance of FA distribution with different carbon chain lengths and double bonds, depending
on their biological roles40. Thus, it was expected that FAs also exhibited some kind of tiny structures
such as endoplasmic reticulum. Our study reveals similarities in the distribution of PA, OA, SA, and AA.
These FAs are complementary with the z-projected CN−-rich region, as seen in the image of all FAs. FAs
are therefore considered to come mainly from cytosol.
As pyramidal cells are directionally arranged along CA regions associated with the anatomical structure of the hippocampus, their polarity is determined by the direction toward apical dendrites and basal
dendrites46,47. The spatial distribution of PO3− clusters and adenine clusters in the CN−-rich region seems
to be irrespective of the direction of apical dendrites, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the polarity of the cell
body is considered not to affect the distribution of these clusters in the nuclei. Adenine ions may come
from ribosome or nucleic acids in the nucleus. On the other hand, since the polyadenylation of RNA
is known as a main role of cleavage bodies48, the clustering of adenine in cleavage bodies is reasonable.
Accumulations of polyadenylated mRNA inside nuclei were also observed at the CA1 region in adult rat
hippocampus by in situ hybridization49; our results are consistent with those of that report. The colocalization of adenine with PO3− also evokes a ribonucleotide such as adenosine monophosphate (AMP),
adenosine diphosphate (ADP), or adenosine triphosphate (ATP). As cleavage bodies are known to colocalize with ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX150, the clustering of PO3− also suggested a cleavage body.
We confirmed the CN−-rich region overlapping the nuclei by comparing the loci with DAPI fluorescence, as shown in Fig. 5. As it is known that the nitrogen-to-carbon ratio of nucleic acids is nearly
1.5 times higher than the ratio of proteins51, CN− signals were considered to be enriched in nuclei.
Subcellular analysis of human osteogenic sarcoma cells and human astrocytoma cells using a Raman
spectroscope has revealed that Raman shift by the CN double bond was not remarkable in both cytosol
and nuclei52. This is because the signal from the carbon-nitrogen bond in the Raman spectrum contained
both CN− and CNO−. In the present study, CNO− was found mainly in cytosol complementary with
CN− (data not shown). Consistently, the signal of CN− + CNO− was found all over the cell body in the
earlier report29. Our modality has an advantage in that the distribution of CN− and the distribution of
CNO− can be clearly distinguished.
Many aspects of the substance of intranuclear structures, such as subnuclear bodies and nuclear
speckles, remain unclear, as it is difficult to purify and separate such tiny structures. Taking the results
of previous reports53,54 into account, we think that the intranuclear structures we visualized are nucleoli
or cleavage bodies, as their size and number in each nucleus shown in Fig. 6 are consistent with those
previously reported53,55. The 3D shapes of cleavage bodies were not only spherical but also long thin,
which we consider to reflect the cleavage bodies processing RNA56. GCIB-TOF-SIMS can figure out both
shapes, while fluorescence observation requires different labeling. The difference between the number
of PO3− clusters and that of adenine ion clusters is also consistent with the previous result that RNA is
absent in 20% of cleavage bodies55.
Aiming at submicron 3D analysis, we combined GCIB sputtering and TOF-SIMS measurement. GCIB
bares cross-sections of samples while maintaining microscopic structures without positional drift. Using
this modality, we have successfully found negative ions constructing distinct clusters inside nuclei. Our
modality has an advantage in that chemicals contained in tiny structures that are hard to separate or
purify can be directly analyzed. We believe our method will help to enrich the discussions on theoretical
models of the mechanisms underlying intranuclear organelles.

Methods

Chemicals. 4′ ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), ultrapure water, and standard samples of nucleotides (adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries
(Tokyo, Japan).

Preparation of animal samples.

C57BL/6J mice were used in the experiments. All experiments
were conducted according to protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the
Hamamatsu University School of Medicine. Mouse brains were rapidly frozen after harvest in powdered dry ice. Tissue blocks were sectioned at −16 °C using a cryostat (CM 1850; Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany) to a thickness of 10 μm. The frozen sections were thaw-mounted on indium-tin-oxide
(ITO)-coated glass slides (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany). The samples were stored at −20 °C and
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dried at room temperature prior to the experiments. Following dehydration, the tissue sections had a
thickness in the range of 2.0 ~ 2.5 μm.

TOF-SIMS analysis. TOF-SIMS depth profiles and analyses were performed by using a PHI TRIFT V
nanoTOF (ULVAC-PHI, Kanagawa, Japan) instrument. A 60 keV Au32+ liquid metal ion gun (LMIG) was
used as the primary ion source because it is suitable for detecting relatively large ions. A triple-focusing
time-of-flight (TRIFT) mass analyzer provides highly sensitive measurement with a low noise level57. The
diameter of the ion beam spot was 100 nm, and the direct current of the primary ion beam transmitted
to the sample was 2 nA. For the mass calibration, CH− (m/z 13.0), C2H− (m/z 25.0), and C4H− (m/z 49.0)
were used. The parameters, such as the spatial resolution and direct current, were optimized to obtain
good mass spectra under each experimental condition. Negative secondary ions in the m/z range of 0
to 1850 were obtained from 50 μm × 50 μm square regions with an image resolution of 256 × 256 pixels
within 90 minutes of acquisition time. Primary ion dose density was 6.8 × 1012 ions/cm2. All spectra were
acquired automatically using WinCadenceN software (ULVAC-PHI), which was used also to process
TOF-SIMS data, such as the reconstruction of ion images. For further image processing, ion images were
exported in a noncompressed 8-bit grayscale tiff.
GCIB sputtering and topography analysis. Sputtering was performed by GCIB (ULVAC-PHI)
after each TOF-SIMS measurement using a 10 keVAr2500+ gas cluster. The direct current delivered to the
sample was 4 nA. Compared to the conventionally used C60 sputter beam, Ar2500+ GCIB has the advantage
of avoiding contamination from the gas cluster and thus not affecting the mass spectrum32. Sputtering
was performed on an approximately 500 μm × 500 μm square region for 3.5 minutes as one sputtering
cycle. After the sample was completely sputtered out of the targeted region, we measured the precise
depth profile using a DEKTAK 6M Stylus Profiler (Veeco Instruments, Plainview, NY, USA). The ion
dose density of GCIB was 2.1 × 1015 ions/cm2, and 2.5 × 1016 ions/cm2 was the final dose density of the
sample.
DAPI staining and fluorescence microscopy. We performed TOF-SIMS measurement and DAPI
staining on the same region of the section. Prior to the TOF-SIMS measurement and DAPI staining,
enough sputtering was performed to obtain an aimed depth. First, TOF-SIMS measurements of the
cell contents in a linear plane manner were performed. Second, 50 μg of DAPI powder was dissolved
into 50 mL of ultrapure water, and staining was performed by incubating the sample in the solution at
room temperature for 1 min. To reduce slippage and the collapse of sections, a subsequent wash was
not performed, because the signal-to-noise ratio was good enough to allow us to observe the nuclei.
The DAPI fluorescence was observed using an inverted microscope (TE2000, Nikon, Tokyo) equipped
with a charge-coupled device camera (ORCA-ER, Hamamatsu, Shizuoka, Japan), a 40 × objective lens
(Plan Fluor 40x/0.75, Nikon), and an additional intermediate 1.5 × magnification module. Fluorescence
intensity over 512 × 512 pixels was acquired as 16-bit grayscale tiff images using Aqua Cosmos Software
(Hamamatsu).
Reconstruction of 3D objects and cluster size analysis. Ion images exported as 8-bit grayscale tiff
images from TOF-SIMS data were processed using the ImageJ program (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA), which is available from the NIH website (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). The 3D objects
were reconstructed using V-CAT software version 1.5 (RIKEN, Japan, http://vcad-hpsv.riken.jp/jp/
release_software/V-Cat/) and 3D Viewer, a default plugin of ImageJ. The ion aggregations, which we call
clusters in the present study, were analyzed using 3D Object Counter58, an optional plugin program for
ImageJ, and areas enveloping the CN−-rich region were estimated using the Kalman Stack Filter plugin,
which is also available from the NIH website. For these analyses, nonspecific small clusters (<5 voxels)
were ignored. Colocalization of ion signals was analyzed using the Image Calculator function in ImageJ.
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